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Abstract 
 
There is an emerging research field where a multitude of artists documents how their artistic research can 
be situated in the distribution of knowledge. The present study adds a new perspective to this discussion. 
The initial sections of the paper address the role of art in knowledge production, focusing on the 
following questions: In which way can artistic practices contribute in new knowledge? What kind of 
knowledge is produced? As a point of departure, two major art traditions are presented: an autonomous 
and a communicative approach. It is argued that the modes of knowledge that can be produced via artistic 
practices are different within these two traditions. The following discussion identifies autonomous and 
communicative aspects of a case study where art objects were made in collaboration with nurse 
researchers and product design students for a light therapy room in mental health care.  Material based art 
experimentation was here combined with participatory design processes. The concluding part of the paper 
discusses the knowledge outcomes related to autonomous and communicative art practices that took place 
during the case study. The autonomous art practice enhanced artist’s skills by expanding formal 
knowledge from small sized art objects to architectural space manipulation. The participatory processes in 
material based art contributed, among others, to a new mutual understanding for the people involved.  
The paper demonstrates that even though autonomous and communicative art practices contribute in 
different kinds of knowledge, they may both appear within one artistic process. 
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Introduction 
 
There is an emerging field of artists who use a research based approach with self-reflective texts about 
their art works (Mäkelä, Nimkulrat, Nsenga, & Dash, 2011).  As participant observers they contribute with 
the insiders’ view at artistic practice. This way a new research field emerges where a multitude of artists 
document how their art is created. Internationally research in artistic practice has been documented and 
there has been a growing discussion about best way procedures where a wide selection of perspectives, 
methodologies, examples and issues has been debated. An artistic practice as a way of generating 
knowledge is a typical example of Mode 2 knowledge production (Dunin-Woyseth, 1996).  This notion 
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was launched almost 20 years ago (Gibbons et al. 1994) to reflect the on-going changes in contemporary 
science –  an increasing significance of inter- or  trans disciplinary, highly context-dependent and practice-
led research, distinct from conventional, scientific disciplines (Mode 1). 
 
The present study adds a new perspective to this discussion. The initial sections of the paper address the 
role of art in knowledge production, exploring the following questions: In which way can artistic practices 
contribute in new knowledge? What kind of knowledge is produced? As a point of departure, two major 
art traditions are presented: an autonomous, “emancipatory” approach of modern aesthetics, and a 
communicative, “participatory” approach grounded on the early Greek concepts and today advocated by 
hermeneutic phenomenology. It is argued that the types of knowledge that can be produced via artistic 
practices are different within these two traditions.  
 
The following discussion explores ways of employing artistic methods in practice-led research within the 
health sector and discusses the knowledge outcomes related respectively to autonomous and 
communicative art practices that took place within the case study. An art object was the central empirical 
part of the study. The art object was made in collaboration with nurse researchers and product design 
students for a light therapy room in mental health care. In the case study, participatory design processes 
(Asaro, 2000) were combined with material based art experimentation (Nimkulrat, 2009).The participatory 
processes in material based art contributed, among others, to a new mutual understanding for the people 
involved. The autonomous art practice enhanced artist’s skills by expanding formal knowledge from small 
sized art objects to architectural space manipulation. The paper demonstrates that even though 
autonomous and communicative art practices contribute in different kinds of knowledge, they may both 
appear within one artistic process. 
 
 
Art: two traditions 

 

Most generally, we can distinguish two major, distinct ways of conceptualizing art in the Western thought 
– as Dalibor Vesely (2004) puts it, “emancipatory” and “participatory” approach. The former one, 
according to Vesely, is focused on purely instrumental, geometric modes of representation ("emancipated" 
from the world they stand for). In the latter one, visual representations emerge from an embedded 
participation in the world. Modern aesthetics, founded on the ideas of Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten 
and Immanuel Kant, can be seen as a manifestation of the “emancipatory” approach. The other, less 
common, “participatory” way of thinking about art is inspired by the early Greek thought and perhaps 
most fully articulated by hermeneutic phenomenology – most notably Martin Heidegger and Hans-Georg 
Gadamer. 
 
Baumgarten, the father of modern aesthetics, defined this domain as a “science of perceptions”. More 
specifically, Baumgarten focused on the study of good and bad “taste,” linking good taste with beauty. In 
his Metaphysic (1739), § 451, Baumgarten defines taste as the ability to judge according to the senses, 
instead of according to the intellect. In his view, a judgment of taste is based on feelings of pleasure or 
displeasure.  
 
Kant, in his Critique of Judgement (1790), follows Baumgarten’s idea and employs the word “aesthetic” to 
denote the judgment of taste. According to Kant, an aesthetic judgment is subjective in that it relates to 
the internal feeling of pleasure or displeasure and not to any qualities in an external object. Thus, taste 
does not have here any significance as knowledge – it only refers to feelings of the observer. 
 
In Kant’s view, the fact that an object serves some purpose limits the aesthetic pleasure it can give. Thus, 
the real beauty precludes the idea of purpose. Free beauty of nature and—in the sphere of art—ornament, 
are considered as “the beauty proper,” for these are “beautiful in themselves.” Whenever a conceptual 
element is brought in—for instance, in the case of crafts or representational art —we are dealing with 
“dependent beauty,” an inferior form of beauty. Today, the concept of “art for art’s sake” – art divorced 
from any moral, didactic or utilitarian function -  is probably the best expression of the Kantian ideal. 
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Phenomenologists, most notably Heidegger and Gadamer, criticize the radical subjectivization of modern 
aesthetics founded on the views of Baumgarten and Kant. In the essay “Six Basic Developments in the 
History of Aesthetics” (1961), Heidegger argues that even though the word “aesthetics” was used in the 
18th century for the first time with the reference to a discipline of knowledge, reflections on art and beauty 
in Western thinking began much earlier – the early Greek concepts set the boundaries for most of the 
further inquiry into art. Nevertheless, modern aesthetics is not a continuation of that essential discourse - 
it is much too limited in its scope. As Heidegger emphasizes, modern aesthetics focused exclusively on the 
formal aspects of art, conceals the confluence of beauty and truth.  
 

 
Figure 1: Vincent Van Gogh, A Pair of Shoes (1886) 

What kind of truth is acquired through art? Heidegger argues that the experience of art contains a claim to 
truth that is different from the rational, conceptual model of science, but not inferior to it. This kind of 
truth is denoted by the Greek word “aletheia” (ἀλήθεια), “the unconcealment of being” (Heidegger, 1977 
[1935]:176).  In the lecture “The origin of the work of art” he refers to the example of Van Gogh’s 
painting “A Pair of Shoes” (Figure 1). The painting “reveals”, opens up to us,  the world of a peasant 
woman, who uses these shoes. Such a “revelation” is, according to Heidegger, the essence of every work 
of art.  
 

A pair of the peasant shoes and nothing more. And yet. From the dark opening of the worn insides of the shoes the 
toilsome tread of the worker stares forth. In the stiffly rugged heaviness of the shoes there is the accumulated tenacity 
of her slow trudge through the far-spreading and ever-uniform furrows of the field swept by a raw wind. On the 
leather lie the dampness and richness of the soil. Under the soles slides the loneliness of the field-path as evening 
falls. In the shoes vibrates the silent call of the earth, its quiet gift of the ripening grain and its unexplained self-
refusal in the fallow desolation of the wintry field. This equipment is pervaded by uncomplaining anxiety as to the 
certainty of bread, the wordless joy of having once more withstood want, the trembling before the impending childbed 
and shivering at the surrounding menace of death. (1977:159) 

 
In this example, the artwork “speaks” to us – it lets us know what the pair of shoes is in their truth and 
what the reality of their user – the peasant is. (1977:161)  

Art and knowledge 

In which sense art contributes new knowledge and understanding? The answer will be different in the two 
traditions discussed above. Modern aesthetics is foremost interested in formal properties of an artwork 
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and the feeling of pleasure/displeasure they evoke in the observer. The element of knowledge is here of 
secondary importance. If we can speak of any knowledge, it is only a consciousness of individual feelings 
in relation to an artwork.  
 
Phenomenologists, on the other hand, emphasize the communicative dimension of the work of art.  The 
element of knowledge is here essential – art is transmitting a message, revealing a “truth” related to a 
culture and fellow human beings. The knowledge acquired through the work of art is not an exact, 
universal, scientific knowledge – but highly context-specific, “existential” knowledge. What is important, 
art enables us to gain knowledge, which could not be attained via any other way. In the case of the Van 
Gogh’s painting, we gain knowledge not by a description or explanation of a pair of shoes, but only by 
bringing ourselves before the actual artwork and experiencing it. As Heidegger states, “This painting 
spoke.” (1977:161) 
 
To be clear, phenomenological thinkers appreciate the importance of the material/formal characteristics 
of artworks. This material basis (which Heidegger calls the “thingly” aspect) is an integral part of any 
aesthetic experience. “All works have this thingly character. (…)There is something stony in a work of 
architecture, wooden in a carving, colored in a painting, spoken in a linguistic work, sonorous in the 
musical composition.” (1977:145) Yet, Heidegger underlines that “the artwork is something else over and 
above the thingly element” (1977:145.) The material basis is a “substructure” carrying the dimension of 
meaning.  
 
In the phenomenological perspective, works of art not just represent the way things are or embody artist’s 
creative ideas, but most importantly - express the element of truth in a culture and in individual lives 
which are a part of this culture. Art helps us to interpret and understand the culture and other human 
beings, and in this it contributes to a community's shared understanding. In this context it is worthwhile to 
refer to Christian Norberg-Schulz and the example of architecture. In Norberg-Schulz’s view the role of 
architecture is not only to provide functional and aesthetically appealing objects, but to assist us in 
establishing a meaningful relation with the world, to help us to interpret and understand the world.  
 

The meaning of a work of architecture […] consists in its gathering the world in a general typical sense, in a local 
particular sense, in a temporal historical sense, and, finally, as something, that is, as the figural manifestation of a 
mode of dwelling between earth and sky. A work of architecture does not exist in a vacuum, but in the world of 
things and human beings, and reveals this world as what it is. (Norberg-Schulz, 1985:30) 
 

The “art dimension” of architecture is here of participatory, communicative character. Architectural 
objects transmit “truth” – embody certain cultural and social meanings, both universal and local. Not all 
works of architecture fulfil these criteria. It seems that much more common today is an autonomous, 
emancipatory approach undermined by the ideas of Baumgarten and Kant – where the major concern of 
architectural design process is an attractive, novel formal solution.  
 
Apart from providing a platform of shared understanding for a community, art may be also considered as 
a means to access the values and meanings of individuals. This is an important factor for any domain of 
professional practice concerned with the feedback of the individuals (the “users”: the clients, the patients, 
etc.)   For example, Clare Cooper Marcus in her book House as a Mirror of Self (1995) employs art as a 
means to explore the relationships the research participants have with their homes. The study presented in 
the book does not deal with dwellings in terms of their physical qualities - floor plans, architectural styles, 
or structural characteristics. Instead, it examines the ways these material factors reflect of the emotional 
and spiritual well-being of inhabitants. An important, innovative method used in the study was picture 
making by informants.  
 

Each story in this book was told to me while sitting in the person’s own home. I found this to be a necessary part of 
putting people at ease. In order to have them begin to focus on their emotions, I first would ask that the person put 
down his or her feelings about home in a picture (…)  
If they objected with ‘Oh—I can’t draw,’ I reassured them that this was not a test in drawing, but rather an 
opportunity for them to focus on their feelings without speaking. Some people did childlike house diagrams with 
words or colors indicative of feelings. Others produced mandala-like symbols, semiabstract images, or artistic 
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renderings. For most people, it seemed that this experience of beginning to explore feelings in a visual image while I 
absented myself from the room was extremely helpful in allowing the person to focus before starting to talk. (Cooper 
Marcus, 1995:8) 

 
The artworks made by the occupants provided an invaluable insight into the relationship they had to their 
physical environment.  Most likely, it would be impossible to attain this knowledge solely via conventional 
interviews. The following part of the paper illustrates the interplay between art and knowledge in a specific 
context (a hospital) and indicates in which ways artistic modes of knowledge can enhance professional 
practice.  
 
Case study 
 
The subsequent sections explore the knowledge outcomes related to autonomous and communicative art 
practices that took place during a case study within a health sector. The case study presented here is a 
research project between an artist and nurses that was initiated to investigate in which ways art could 
contribute to value creation in a hospital. Through both workshops with health workers and individual 
experiments in an art studio artworks were developed that were installed in the hospital in a mental health 
ward. Material based art experimentation was here combined with participatory design processes.  
The outcomes of the case study were presented via two major channels: the museum/gallery and the 
conventional research publication. These two settings emphasize different aspects of the artistic process – 
the former one is focused on autonomous, formal aspects of a work of art, while the later one addresses 
its communicative dimension. 
 
Two artistic processes: autonomous and participatory 
 
The subsequent part of the text follows two parallel artistic processes that took place within the case 
study. The first description deals with the material based art experimentation which is related to the 
autonomous art tradition; the second description addresses participatory design processes, related to the 
communicative art tradition.  As it has already been indicated, the former one is focused on purely 
instrumental, formal modes of representation ("emancipated" from the world they stand for). In the latter 
one, visual representations emerge from an embedded participation in the world (Vesely, 2004) 
 
 
 
Material based art experimentation – autonomous art practice 
 

 
 

Figure 2:  Art in a hospital. 

 
Figure 3: Art in a museum 

Parts of the process were done in an autonomous art practice. The choice of context was related to the 
initiate conceptualization of the art work. In the first place this was an autonomous decision from the 
artist. To position an art project somewhere in society can therefore be seen as a reflection of an artistic 
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will or a value based standing point. A hospital was the autonomous choice of the artist as a context for 
the art work ( 
Figure 2). 
 

     
Figure 4:  autonomous tradition: improvisation and composition in material based art  

Another aspect of autonomous art practice was the materialization that was done based on personal 
judgements. The material based art experiments in the studio required skilled expertise in a specific 
material (Nimkulrat, 2009). Through developing experience and a specific relation to the material the 
aesthetics of materiality could be enhanced, in the same way as a musician plays an instrument (Figure 4). 
This personal skill was about doing in the moment and about improvisation with materials. Personal trial 
and error methods in composition lead to a form development and an emerging decision of motif. This 
required knowledge about the production process, and how to compose in the material by using the right 
tool. This kind of knowledge may be referred to as material composition skills. Some citations from a 
workshop in material based art exemplify this:  
 

 To create a more white color I prefer to blend the porcelain with zinc, giving a whiter shade of white 
 when you’re making ceramics is very much about the timing of when and how… how to use it, how to do it, how 

you glaze, or dip into the glaze.  
 a Stanley knife on the sphere form, which I use on the flat tiles, then it would have been a little difficult to follow 

the forms; here I can turn it around another way, it does not work so well, I can not… now I drag the knife along 
here, I think this can resemble a bit cloud like experience maybe 

 To test such things there is a lot to do with knowhow and skill in the practice. How to do it.  
 

        

Figure 5: Painted wall framing the art demonstrates ability of formal intuition, space manipulation and 

composition skills used in the corridor in mental health care. 

Another aspect of the autonomous art practice was related to the implementation of the art work in the 
physical context. The material knowledge enhanced the possibilities of how to physically and visually 
connect to the environment. The artistic knowledge was decisive in how the lines and structures could 
“talk together” and how wall surfaces could be manipulated in relation to dimensions and forms in the 
architecture, like doors, roof and furniture (Figure 5). This refers to formal compositions, surface 
experiments and conceptual approaches. The citation from the process description was from the 
observation of the hospital corridors with the staff:  
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During the observation of the environment we brought some ceramic pictures to hold close to the wall to see where it 
could be placed. One of the walls had been divided. Half of the wall was white, and half of the wall was blue. An 
idea occurred when trying to put the white tile on the white background, and the blue on the blue background, and 
then moving back and forth, white on blue background, blue on white background. This play with positive and 
negative space opened for associations of how some of the areas could be adjusted to create a formal connection to the 
size of the ceramic pictures.   

One of these visual interventions was at the door to a patient room (Figure 5). The walls had been painted 
to relate to existing interior architecture. The existing vertical division of the wall inspired to horizontal 
dividing as well. Square areas were painted as a background to the ceramic images. This created a contrast 
and a background to the image. It made a relation from the images to the architecture. It also brought in a 
sense of movement in the environment. The coloured background was repeated several other places in the 
corridor. Although the concept was derived initially from nurses’ thoughts about a pedagogical line 
between the art works, later the nurses expressed several times their excitement of this unforeseen 
solution. One nurse put it this way:  

“This is typical artistic. We can only fully understand the idea when we see it.”  

Another aspect of the autonomous art practice was to some extent made visible in the process of 
exhibiting the art object in an art museum. In the Museum of Decorative Arts “Arctic border” was 
exhibited as an autonomous work without any reference to the context (Figure 3). By submitting art works 
for the national jury of artists a form should be completed. The categories were: “Title. Material. Size.” 
There were no categories in the form for a conceptual description. The result was:  
 

“Title: Arctic border. Material: Porcelain. Size: 45x43x16” 
 
The title was chosen because it had a reference to the surface of the porcelain material that could refer to 
snow, white stone and bone. The scratches in the surfaces could also create associations to something 
ancient, outworn or discarded. Some of the compositions might look like map diagrams, so the word 
border could be linked to the visual surface as well as the edges on the form. The title therefore was an 
essential door opener to the work, and had to be seen as a part of the work. Connections to political 
discussions could be related to the title “arctic border”, as there had been national discussions about arctic 
borderlines since long, but none of these ideas were presented with the object, only the title. The museum 
presentation instead enhanced some aspects of the art object that were related to the associative potential 
in the art object and what played a major role was the experience of the colours, the materiality, the 
beauty, the playfulness and the material itself. A critic wrote about this exhibition in general:  
 
If you choose the Annual Exhibiton you will find self reflection, humour and meaning. It is beautiful and interesting at the 
same time. It offers the unexptected, the playful and materiality. (Andreassen 2011)  
 
Participatory processes – communicative art practice 
 
The second example from the case was the participatory processes which were related to the 
“communicative” tradition in art (Dewey, 1958) and design (Asaro, 2000). Knowledge transfer in research 
journals have been engendered from the case, one in engineering (Berg & Gulden, 2012) and the other in 
nursing (Ingeberg, Wikstrøm & Berg, 2012). From a conceptualization perspective the context of a 
hospital was chosen by the artist, but a participatory aspect emerged as the specific ward was suggested by 
the nurse (). Her aim with positioning the art project at a geriatric ward was that these patients represented 
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a group that had not enough focus in health research. Whereas heart diseases get much attention in health 
research, elderly people in mental health care get less. Her idea was therefore that art could contribute to 
them in their everyday situation, but also that the dissemination of the research result that included art 
works could contribute to another type of attention to this group. 
 

 
Figure 6: The 
entrance door 
to the locked 
ward in 
mental health 
care.  
 

     
Figure 7: Collaborative aspects of artistic process in studio and in hospital 
office.   

 

Figure 8:  “White  Cloud” , porcelain, size (45x43x16 cm), made for art dialogues in mental health care. 

 
During the materialization the ideas from the nurses contributed significantly to the final expression, if not 
very much in the execution of material specific qualities, then much in the principal choice of motif that 
had to be both figurative and nonfigurative () and in form development. One example was that the tactile 
line in the middle of a form should be enhanced according to the nurses, to enable the patients to connect 
their thoughts to a border, to a break in a structure (Figure 8). A break in the thoughts to create 
communication was often needed in mental health care diagnostics in the aim to connect to patients that 
possibly could be depressed, isolated or suffered from paranoia. The size (45x43x16)  should enable 
several people to touch to enhance communication. Further they contributed to a process that engendered 
a series with a larger variety of forms than intended from the beginning, both larger and smaller than 
planned from the initial artistic idea. They said:  
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 “There should be as much variation as possible, as people are all different” 
 
Changes of the interior at the ward had to follow central interior decoration guidelines. Although the 
department was temporarily located in an industrial area they had to follow the same guidelines as for the 
rest of the hospital. Another subject of discussion was why there was a door that looked like a prison door 
in a locked ward (Figure 6). According to the doctor the art pieces with blue and white colors would fit 
the door better. The discussion of why this "prison door" not had been painted previously occurred. The 
ward leader said that painting the door would require further permission from the manager and that the 
art project that possibly could enable such permission. Further, when the corridor was discussed a 
psychiatric nurse suggested that a lines maybe could be painted on the wall and on the floor, horizontally 
and vertically, to serve as a pedagogical structure. After a few weeks of requests authorization was given by 
management (Figure 5). 

    

Figure 9: Left: The stones in the marble sand were used in the light therapy room. Right: A basket with stones 

was placed in the lunch room of the staff. The art objects in this way entered into a communicative context.  

After the project was accepted by the Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics (REC) creative 
solutions came from the medical staff. Their creativity was stimulated by material samples in ceramics. 
Additional ceramic forms of communication were produced in consultation with health professionals and 
patients (Figure 9). But these objects with abstract and figurative patterns were not in the patient ward, as 
some of the employees were afraid that they could trigger violence in psychotic patients. The subject was 
discussed, as they always had admission to coffee cups, which could also be used to harm others. But the 
stones was instead used in the therapy room is a marble sand (Figure 9, left). A basket of stones was 
placed in the dining room for employees (Figure 9, right). The availability of the stones affected 
employees. One of the nurses reported how a physiotherapist unexpectedly got the idea to take the stone 
basket in an movement session with patients. Communication that was nonverbal was observed through 
materiality and touch as means. The patient’s actions were evaluated and explained by health 
professionals.  

Having placed the stones in the lunch room, the staff used to point at the dissimilar stones, lift and touch 
them, and discuss their likes and non likes. Our contact person said that as time passed by the stones 
gradually disappeared from the lunch room to reappear at the desktops of different staff members. Some 
of the stone like forms were placed in the light-therapy room for patients. The stones were placed in 
picture frames filled with sand (Figure 9 left). This was done to enhance the feeling of mental change and 
mental stimulus. The stones partly sheltered by sand could be seen as disappearing memoirs. By moving 
the stones and turning them around in the sand, new imageries and marks would appear as in almost lost 
memories. Placed in the light-therapy room they would be available to stimulate dialogues in therapy.  The 
larger stone forms were placed by the staff in the public entrance corridor outside the locked ward. The 
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purpose of the bigger stone forms had been to enable more people to touch it at the same time, to 
enhance a specific kind of communication. 

Discussion: modes of knowledge and its dissemination 

The two types of artistic practice that took place within the case study (an autonomous and a 
communicative one) contributed to different kinds of knowledge which will be discussed further. It is 
worthwhile here to be specific as to who gained which knowledge.  

Knowledge related to autonomous art processes 

After the installation one of the art objects was accepted for an exhibition at an art museum. The art 
object had been taken out of its functional context and presented as an object that does not contribute in 
knowledge for the audience, but create an aesthetic experience through phenomena like playfulness, 
material qualities, symbolic and associative potential.The major knowledge outcome for the artist, related 
to an autonomous art practice, was an improvement of artistic skills by expanding formal knowledge and 
artistic imagination from small sized art objects to architectural space manipulation. 

Knowledge related to communicative art processes 

Within the communicative art process, the major knowledge outcomes for the artist was a new 
understanding of what kind of meaning art objects can have in this specific context, and what role the art 
works can play in the dialogues among patients and with patients. 

The staffs’ responses to the background on the wall demonstrated a new knowledge for them in how art 
can be contextualized and connect to the environment with visual means. The nurses got a new 
experience in actively using the art objects in a new way of presenting art. The nurse researchers have 
developed the discussion about how art dialogues can create well-being as well as more-being. This 
experience has become a part of the curriculum in nurse education (Ingeberg, Wikstrøm & Berg, 2012) 
that the journal offers. The physiotherapist who did her own project inspired by the availability of the art 
objects. The physiotherapist tried new approaches in her practice. It was new but at the same time it 
connected to her education as a physiotherapist. The doctor had used the art as a door opener to 
dialogues that was developed into therapeutic conversations. The REC has got new knowledge about how 
art practice could be a part of ethical research. The institution had developed experience in how to 
integrate art as a part of identity for the ward.  

The audience had gained new knowledge through research journals in nursing and engineering. The 
academic contextualization in engineering and in nursing journals related the art work respectively to the 
practice of engineering and to the practice of nursing. This can be seen as an expression of communicative 
art practice. In these contexts the art work had a value associated with the function and this relation can 
for example enhance communication and contribute in a new understanding for people involved 
 
The following part of the paper will discuss more specifically the communicative aspects of dissemination 
of knowledge that have happened in mental health care and design education. In a health education the art 
based research approach contributed to reflections on how to implement semi-structured art dialogues in 
a hospital to enhance communication. In the nursing approach the knowledge potential was distributed 
through the pedagogical structure around art objects and descriptions of how dialogues about art in the 
environment can open doors to the patient’s inner life in mental health care to create well-being and more 
being which can work as a stimulation for the ability to imagine something. The art object adds knowledge 
to the domain of caring and its relation to environment. The art dialogues presented with the art object 
was: A semi-structured visual art dialogue (Ingeberg, Wikstrøm & Berg, 2012;  Wikström, Theorell, & 
Sandström, 1992)  
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 I am interested in showing you some of the visual artworks in our ward that you and I can 

discuss as a topic of conversation.  
 Which of these visual art objects captures your interest?  Describe the visual art object, what it 

represents.   
 Pretend you are the artist and know all about the work: What does it bring to your mind?  

 
Figure 10: Art dialogues in nurse education  

The role of the health professional is to support and encourage the older adult to get more acquainted 
with the visual art object and combine earlier memories and experiences with new impressions from the 
art. These dialogues were essential steps in creating well-being as well as more-being. This knowledge was 
relevant e.g. for nursing demonstrated in the publication the essential dialogue (Ingeberg, Wikstrøm & 
Berg, 2012). In the review process the editor claimed that “The photos add much to your manuscript” and 
in an education perspective the aesthetic qualities in the photos of the art connected to patient 
communication could be inspiring for education. Through inspiration it could stimulate knowledge 
transfer.  
 
In design education in engineering the art based research approach contributed to reflections on how to 
activate participants to create future well-being in hospitals. An artistic intervention in a hospital was used 
as a vehicle for an exploration on how to organize and activate participation on different levels in 
hospitals. The approach was a documentation of how different levels of and organization had to be 
involved to realize an art concept in a real world context, a hospital. The art work and the creation of new 
art works was used in a communicative, interactive process. The result was an identification of levels of 
change processes in a real hospital context.  The implementation of the experimental art work had 
contributed to make it possible identify these levels of participation in a hospital (Figure 11). 

Figure 11: Levels of participation in design education, levels identified by implementing an art 
work in a hospital to create well-being.  
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The presentation of art in a non-art tradition is widely differing in art educations. Through the insiders’ 
view at artistic practice it seems that the dissemination of knowledge through materialized art works can 
possibly be relevant for different fields, like shown in mental health care and engineering in hospitals, but 
possibly also in anthropology, psychology and other research projects where communication is essential.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The paper has discussed two major art traditions – an autonomous and a communicative one, identifying 
different types of knowledge that can be generated via artistic practices related to these traditions. The 
autonomous art practice enhanced artist’s formal skills, while the participatory processes in material based 
art contributed, among others, to a new mutual understanding for the people involved.  
 
The paper has argued that communicative art processes have a significantly larger potential of knowledge 
generation than an autonomous art practice – which provides a very limited knowledge outcomes when 
considered in isolation. Yet, autonomous and communicative art practices do not have to exclude each 
other, but may appear within one artistic process. An autonomous work of art included in the 
communicative practice proves to have a great potential of knowledge generation. As the case study 
demonstrates, the processes of participation enrich the initial art object with new layers of meaning. It has 
been transformed – from being an autonomous creation, to an object stimulating and facilitating 
communication. At the end of the study, the material object and the processes in which it has been 
included, form a new totality of the work of art. This confirms  the intuition of Joseph Beuys (Borer, 
Beuys, & Schirmer, 1996) who argues that an art object should not be seen as created by one single artist, 
but through a collective effort with many contributors, who have the possibility to change the concept 
based on own intentions. A context-free exhibition of the artwork in the museum deprives it of the 
meanings that have been inscribed to it in participatory processes. 
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